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Themes for Today
• Industrial Internet [of Things]
• Systems Engineering, & Systems Approaches
• INCOSE
• MBSE (Model Based Systems Engineering)
• Modeling
• The Single Source of Truth
• Execution
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Systems Engineering
“A system is a construct or collection of different elements that together produce
results not obtainable by the elements alone …
the value is primarily created by the relationship among them; that is, how they
are interconnected”
(from Eberhardt Rechtin, JPL/US Dept. Defense)

Systems Engineering is an interdisciplinary approach and means to enable the
realization of successful systems.
It focuses on defining customer needs and required functionality early in the
development cycle, documenting requirements,
then proceeding with design synthesis and
system validation while considering
the complete problem
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Common Systems Engineering Challenges
Silo’ed Organizations

Complexity has driven the search for new solutions to the
common problems
Most current methodologies are still “the way they were”
“pi”
3.14

Written
Requirements

3.141592653589793

Mismatched Assumptions
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The Multi-Discipline Problem
• Domain Specialization separates expertise

• Discipline-specific methods, data and technologies

• Best in Class Tools do not connect

• Technology-focused optimizations for each discipline

• Project and Lifecycle goals are not aligned

• Separate flows, processes and targets in each discipline

• Manufacturing Pressures cause shortcuts
• Complete product needs

• It is not solely a Data problem
• It affects Process and Project as well as the People and the Product
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Thanks to Axel Reichwein, Koneksys
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Dynamics of the “Truth”
• A “single source of truth”. This is
one of the most used and most
overloaded terms in model-based
systems engineering – perhaps
second only to “model” itself.
• Context determines the view, and
thus the derived value each viewer
expects from the knowledge
available
• The dynamics of the project drive
the interactions between
disciplines, data, and priorities
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So What is that “View” About?
• The project manager gets…

• Visibility, control and status

• Each designer gets…

• Access to relevant information

• The safety analyst gets…
• Traceability and audit

• The requirements engineers get…
• Complete and current data

• The systems engineer and the customer get…
• The right product, at the right time
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People Spend Time (not) Finding Information
• Engineers spend 15% to 35% of their time
searching for information
• 40% of corporate users report that they
cannot find the information they need to do their jobs
• Up to 50% of intranet searches are abandoned
• 90% of the time that knowledge workers spend in creating new
reports is recreating information that already exists
– but is not being shared effectively, or even willingly
Productivity is compromised right from the start
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INCOSE SE Vision 2025
Describes the projected state for MBSE in 2025 as:
• “Formal systems modeling is standard practice for specifying,
analyzing, designing, and verifying systems, and is fully integrated
with other engineering models. System models are adapted to the
application domain, and include a broad spectrum of models for
representing all aspects of systems.
• The use of internet-driven knowledge representation and immersive
technologies enable highly efficient and shared human understanding
of systems in a virtual environment that span the full lifecycle from
concept through development, manufacturing, operations, and
support.”
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Concept to Solution – Exploring the Space
Looking at the Problem

Concept
Model

Requirements

Looking at Performance

Solution
Models

Internal-external
“thought” exchange

Requirements

• Initial ideas are often no more than conceptual proposals
• A Concept model allows exploration of the problem or need

• From a “Concept” model to [a set of] potential solutions
•
•
•
•
•

Explore and define the specific requirements
Propose solution architectures and content
Demonstrate and exchange ideas with stakeholders
Consider and trade-off needs and costs
Create development-oriented derived requirements
• Actionable, concrete, executable,
traceable
implementable
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Development and Evolution of the Model(s)
Looking at the Problem
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Looking at Performance
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Many Models – Not One
• Requirements models, activity models, interface models, parametric
models, reliability models, thermal models, power models, finite
element models, … the list goes on and on.
• MBSE emphasizes the need to create a coherent model of the system
that helps to integrate other aspects of the design, including
electrical, mechanical, and software.
This system model provides a shared
view of the system that can drive
communication and coordination
across the system development lifecycle.
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Key Effectiveness Measures
• Expressive: Ability to express the system concepts
• Precise: Representation is unambiguous and concise
• Presentation/communication: Ability to effectively communicate with
diverse stakeholders
• Model construction: Ability to efficiently and intuitively construct models
• Interoperable: Ability to exchange and transform data with other models
and structured data
• Manageable: Ability to efficiently manage change to models
• Usable: Ability for stakeholders to efficiently and intuitively create,
maintain, and use the model
• Adaptable/Customizable: Ability to extend models to support domainspecific concepts& terminology
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Process ≠ Method[ology]
Take the example of MBSE
• “Let’s improve our process with a new methodology, MBSE”
• “Don’t we need to select a language for that first?” SysML?
• “What tool should we use to implement that enterprise-wide?”

• And so the tool evaluation process starts:
• Performance
• Price
• Standards-compliance

Anyone thought about Usability? Comprehensibility? Applicability?
Is this the right solution for all the stakeholders?
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A Wasteful World leads to Inefficient Processes –
don’t confuse movement with productivity
Typical characterizations of some of the wastes in production, which are also found in design
• Transportation
• Manually moving/importing/exporting data between multiple design tools
• Manually reformatting/translating data for use in multiple tools

• Motion

• Staff switching & multi-tasking across several unintegrated tools
• Searching for data in multiple locations

• Waiting

• Attempting to start tasks before inputs are ready
• Tasks not performed according to priority (off critical path)

• Over-production

• Creating & maintaining multiple copies of the same data

• Defects

• Defects introduced during non-value add activities
such as moving, copying, translating data
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Key Systems Engineering Goals
• Provide a structured process for integrating and linking requirements,
schedule, decision milestones, and verification
• Enable the project team to work to a single, integrated set of requirements
and processes
• Enable integration of the system at the requirements and design stages
(before sunk costs) rather than waiting until hardware and software is
available
• Reduce unplanned and costly reengineering necessary to resolve omissions
and integration difficulties
Source: INCOSE Systems Engineering White Paper 1997
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Conclusion
• Modeling is a people problem!
• Systems Engineering is a people problem!
• The IIoT brings a new level of complexity to an already complex place
• MBSE has to grow into that vision, and enable all the participants
• Solutions to the systems engineering challenge will not come from
any one discipline, process or standard, methodology or toolset
• The right answer must permeate throughout the project,
encompassing the external stakeholders, internal pressures and
needs and the ever-evolving nature of product design, and the team
that must deliver
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Thank You!
Bill Chown
cio@incose.org
@billchown
#INCOSE
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